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Abstract
In this paper we study a rst-order language that allows to express and prove properties
regarding the sharing of variables between non-ground terms and their types. The class of true
formulas is proved to be decidable through a procedure of elimination of quantiers and the
language, with its proof procedure, is shown to have interesting applications in validation and
debugging of logic programs. An interesting parallel is pointed out between the language of
aliasing properties and the rst order theories of Boolean algebras. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In many approaches to the verication of properties of logic programs, a formal lan-
guage is required that allows one to express the properties of programs he is interested
in. In the methods proposed in [1,13,14,17], an assertional language is assumed to ver-
ify properties of arguments of predicates of the programs. Some verication conditions
are provided that imply the partial correctness of the programs with respect to vari-
ous aspects of the computations. For example, the method proposed in [6,13] allows
to prove properties of the correct answers of the programs, while in [17] a method is
provided to prove properties of the computed answers. The methods proposed in [1,14]
allow to prove, in addition, that predicates verify given specications at call time.
In this paper we study a language that allows us to express an interesting class
of properties of non-ground terms, that is the data of logic programs. The language is
suciently expressive to capture sharing, freeness and types of non-ground terms. Two
or more terms are said to share, when they have at least one variable in common, while
a term is free when it is a simple variable. For types, we will refer to term properties
like being a list, a tree, a list of ground terms, etc.
Fragments of this language have already been studied in [2,19] and shown to be
decidable, but in this paper we show that the full rst-order theory is decidable. This
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allows us to use its full expressive power in existing proof methods and algorithmically
decide whether the verication conditions are true or not. Indeed, for many methods
the verication conditions become just formulas of the language. If they are true, we
show the partial correctness of logic programs with respect to properties belonging
to the class of sharing properties and type assertions. If a verication condition is
false (and we stress that this can be checked in nite time), obviously this does not
mean that the program has necessarily an error. Anyway a \warning" can be raised,
signalling a possible wrong situation. The proof procedure shown in the paper can be
easily enriched so as to provide a counterexample in this case. This allows the user to
have more information about the warning and to decide whether to change the program
(the counterexample is actually a wrong computation of the program) or to rene the
specication (the verication condition is false because the specication is too \loose"
and impossible computations are considered).
We want to emphasize the independent importance of the proof of decidability of
the language. The proof is based on the method of elimination of quantiers and points
out an interesting set of formulas, which can be viewed as expressing constraints on
the cardinality of the sets of variables that can occur in a term. Our proof is based on
the parallel between the satisability of formulas of our language and the satisability
of such cardinality constraints, which can be proved decidable as a consequence of
the decidability of the theory of Boolean algebras. We think that such a class of
constraints, which admits a simple representation and operations of composition and
of existential closure, can be of interest in program analysis. For example, well-known
abstract domains such as POS [10] and Sharing [15] can be naturally viewed as
subdomains of the class of cardinality constraints (see also [20]), with their operators
obtained as instances of the general ones.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we lay down the basic terminology.
In Section 3 we dene the class of types from which type assertions are built. In
Section 4 we dene formally the language, parametrically with respect to a family
of regular types, and then we prove in Section 5 that such a language is decidable.
Finally, in Section 6 we give examples of application in the context of inductive proof
methods.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, we assume familiarity with standard notions of logic program-
ming and mathematical logic [16,18].
A rst-order language L= h;;Vi is based on a set  of function symbols,
a set  of predicate symbols of assigned arities and a set V of variables. The
set Terms(;V) of all terms of L with variables in V is dened as usual. The
set Terms(; ;)Terms(;V) is the subset of ground terms (i.e. not containing
variables). We write f; g for function symbols, p; q for predicate symbols, X; Y for
variables, X for tuples of distinct variables, t, s for terms, t,s for tuples of terms.
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A (predicate or function) symbol f with arity n will be denoted by f(n) Atomic for-
mulas (also called atoms) are formulas like p(t1; : : : ; tn), with p(n) 2 and t1; : : : ; tn 2
Terms(;V). The set of formulas of L is the smallest set F containing the atomic
formulas and such that if  and  are in F then :, ^  and 9X, with X 2V,
are in F. We will use the notation _  as a shorthand for :(:^: ), )  for
:_  , ,  for ()  )^ ( )) and 8X for :(9X:). We assume also the
constants true and false to be in F. Given a syntactic object O of L, Vars(O) de-
notes the set of free variables (not bound by any quantier) of V in O. Substitutions
are dened as mapping  :V!Terms(;V), which dier from the identity just on a
nite subset of V. They can be extended homomorphically to functions on terms. A
preorder can be introduced on Terms(;V). Given t; s2Terms(;V), t6s i there
exists substitution  such that t= s: The induced equivalence on terms is called vari-
ance. A set S is said closed under substitution if it is upward closed w.r.t. 6, that is
if t 2 S and t6s then also s2 S.
An interpretation I= hD; ;  i of L consists of a non-empty set D, the domain;
a set of functions f :Dn!D for each function symbol f(n) 2; a family of subsets
 pDn for each predicate symbol p(n) 2. A variable assignment (also called state)
 :V!D maps each variable into an element of D. It can be lifted homomorphically
to a function, still denoted by , which maps terms in Terms(;V) to elements of
D. An atom p(t1; : : : ; tn) is true in I under the state , written I j= p(t1; : : : ; tn),
i ((t1); : : : ; (tn))2 p. The truth of a formula of L under the state , written
I j= ’, is dened, as usual, by induction on the structure of ’. A formula ’ is
true in I, that is I j=’, if and only if for each state  :V!D, I j= ’. The set
ThL(I) is dened as the set of all formulas of L true in I, that is as the set
f’ j’ formula of L and I j=’g.
In this paper we will be mainly interested in non-ground term interpretations H=
hTerms(;V); ;  i, with the set Terms(;V) as domain and with f(t1; : : : ; tn)=
f(t1; : : : ; tn) for each f(n) 2 and tuple t1; : : : ; tn of Terms(;V). Every (ground)
term is interpreted by itself. We have chosen not to distinguish between the variables
in formulas and the variables in the model. Indeed, their roles are quite dierent and
in practice no ambiguity arises.
3. Regular term grammars
To specify families of types we consider regular term grammars. There is a large
amount of papers on regular types. They have proved them to be a good trade-o
between expressibility and decidability. In fact they are strictly more expressive than
regular languages, but strictly contained in context-free languages (which have an unde-
cidable subset relation). Our main references are the papers of Dart and Zobel [11,12]
and Boye and Maluszynski [2,3].
A regular term grammar is a tuple G=(;V;T;R), where  is a set of function
symbols, V is an innite denumerable set of variables, T is a nite set of type symbols,
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including var and any, and R is a nite set of rules l! r where
 l2 (Tnfvar; anyg);
 r 2Terms(;T).
For every T 2Tnfvar; anyg, we dene DefG(T ) (also denoted by DefR(T )) as the set
frjT! r 2Rg. DefG(var) is dened as the set of variables V, while DefG(any) is the
set Terms(;V). We use the notation T1!T2 if T2 is obtained from T1 by replacing a
symbol T 2T by a term in DefG(T ). Let ! G be the transitive and reexive closure of
!G. Given the type symbol T 2T, we dene the set of terms [T ]G, the type T , as the
set fs2Terms(;V) jT! G sg. Notice that [var]G =V and [any]G =Terms(;V).
We assume function symbols in  to contain at least a constant and a function of arity
2. We will often omit the subscript when the grammar is clear from the context.
Example 1. Let us see some examples (taken in part from [2]) of regular types and
of the grammars that dene them. Let us suppose that = ff(k1)1 ; : : : ; f(kn)n g, where
each function symbol f(ki)i has arity ki . The set of ground and instantiated terms can
be dened as
ground!f(0)1 inst!f(0)1
...
...
ground!f(0)i−1 inst!f(0)i−1
ground!f(ki)i (ground ; : : : ; ground) inst!f(ki)i (any; : : : ; any)
...
...
ground!f(kn)n (ground ; : : : ; ground) inst!f(kn)n (any; : : : ; any)
The type of lists and the lists of instantiated terms can be dened as follows:
list! [ ] ilist! [ ]
list! [any j list] ilist! [inst j ilist]
Analogously, ground lists and lists of variables can be dened as
glist! [ ] vlist! [ ]
glist! [ground j glist] vlist! [var j vlist]
Notice that if the type symbol var is available, the type any can be dened by
any! var
any!f(0)1 any!f(ki)i (any; : : : ; any)
...
...
any!f(0)i−1 any!f(kn)n (any; : : : ; any)
The only reason to retain it, is that in closed grammars the type var is no longer
available, but we still want to dene non-ground types.
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Regular term grammars enjoy several remarkable properties. The following theorems
can be shown, by slightly generalizing results and algorithms given in [2,11].
Theorem 2 (Dart and Zobel [11]). Given a regular term grammar G and a symbol
type T; the set [T ]G is decidable.
Theorem 3 (Dart and Zobel [11]). The emptiness and the subset relation of regular
types is decidable.
Indeed, given a grammar G and two type symbols T and S, it is possible to extend
G into G0, with a new symbol S\T and new rules in such a way that [S\T ]G0 = [S]G\
[T ]G.
Theorem 4 (Dart and Zobel [11]). There exists an algorithm that computes the
intersection of regular types.
In this paper we will be mainly concerned with closed discriminative regular gram-
mars in normal form.
Denition 5. A regular term grammar G=(;V;T;R) is in normal form if each
rule has the form T! var or
T!f(T1; : : : ; Tn)
with f(n) 2 , T 2Tnfvar; anyg and T1; : : : ; Tn 2T.
It can easily be shown that each type can be dened by a grammar in normal form.
Denition 6. A regular term grammar G is discriminative if it is in normal form and,
for each type symbol T , the top functors in DefG(T ) are pairwise distinct.
Denition 7. A regular term grammar is closed if it is in normal form and, for each
type symbol T , the symbol var does not occur in any element of DefG(T ).
Notice that most of the types used in logic programming allow closed and discrimi-
native term grammars. For example, all the grammars introduced in Example 1, but for
vlist, are discriminative and closed. It can easily be shown that regular types dened
by a closed grammar are indeed closed under substitution.
Theorem 8 (Boye [2]). Given a closed regular term grammar G and a symbol type
T; the set [T ]G is closed under substitution.
The types that can be dened by a discriminative and closed grammar will be referred
to as simple types. Notice that if S and T are simple types, the intersection type S \T
is still simple.
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An operation on types which we will need in order to prove the elimination of
quantiers is the dierence of types. Given a discriminative and closed regular term
grammar G and two type symbols T and S, we want to extend it to G0 with a new
symbol TnS and new rules such that [TnS]G0 = [T ]Gn[S]G. In general the grammar G0
need not to be closed nor discriminative.
Example 9. Consider the dierence type anyninst. It can easily be checked that the
set [any]n[inst] is equal to the set of variables V. Anyway, there is no closed grammar
for such set of terms.
We will provide an algorithm which computes the dierence TnS, assuming that
type S is simple. The algorithm for the general case can be dened but it is more
complex and we do not need such a generality. In fact we will just need to compute
dierence types like T1 \    \TnnS1n    nSk , where T1; : : : ; Tn and S1; : : : ; Sk are simple
types.
3.1. Dierence algorithm
INPUT. Two type symbols T and S and the set R of rules dening T and S, with S
simple.
OUTPUT. A pair (TnS;S), where TnS is dened by the rules in S, if S 6= ;; otherwise
the dierence is empty ([T ] [S]).
METHOD. The algorithm is dened by the following recursive function. A set I of
dierence symbols TnS is used to ensure termination. The type symbol any is supposed
to be unfolded as in Example 1.
dierence(T; S;R) = dierence(T; S;R; ;)
dierence(T; S;R; I) =
 If T  S then return (TnS; ;);
 If the symbol TnS is in I then return (TnS;R);
 Otherwise, let DefR(T )= fr1; : : : ; rkg. For each i2f1; : : : ; kg, let Hi be dened as
follows:
 if ri= var or ri=fi(T1; : : : ; Tni) and the functor fi does not occur in DefR(S) then
let Hi= fTnS! rig;
 If ri=fi(T1; : : : ; Tni) and fi(S1; : : : ; Sni)2DefR(S) then let (TjnSj;Sj)= dierence
(Tj; Sj;R; I[fTnSg), for each j= f1; : : : ; nig, and let Hi=
S
Sj 6=;fTnS!fi(T1; : : : ;
TjnSj; : : : ; Tni)g [ Sj
Return (TnS;R [Ski=1Hi)
Lemma 10. Let T and S be two type terms dened by the rules of R; S simple. Then
dierence(T; S;R) terminates and returns a pair (TnS;S) such that [TnS]S= [T ]Rn
[S]R.
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Proof. See Appendix A:1 for a proof.
To carry on the elimination of quantiers in the next section, we need to know the
cardinalities of the sets of variables which may occur in a term of a given type.
Denition 11. Given a type symbol T dened by a grammar G, the var-cardinality
of T , written jT j, is dened as the set fjVars(t)j j t 2 [T ]Gg.
In other terms, k 2 jT j if and only if there exists t 2 [T ] such that jVars(t)j= k. We
can prove in a straightforward way the following lemmas.
Lemma 12. Given a simple type T; then jT j is equal to f0g or to !. It is decidable
which is the case.
Proof. The relation T  ground , with ground as dened in Example 1, is decidable
by Lemma 3. If it is the case then jT j= f0g, otherwise jT j=!, since T is substitution
closed, the signature  contains at least a function symbol of arity 2 and a constant,
and the set of variables is innite denumerable.
Concerning types obtained from the dierence algorithm, the situation is more
complex.
Example 13. Consider again the dierence type anyninst. It can be easily seen that
janyninstj is the set f1g.
Anyway, the behavior of dierence types like T1 \    \TnnS1n    nSk , with T1;
: : : ; Tn and S1; : : : ; Sk simple types, is suciently regular so that the following theorem
can be shown.
Theorem 14. The var-cardinality of the type T1 \    \TnnS1n    nSk ; with T1; : : : ; Tn
and S1; : : : ; Sk simple types; is equal to S [ [h; !]; where S is a nite set of natural
numbers and [h; !]; with h=1; : : : ; ! is the set of natural numbers greater or equal
to h.
Proof. See Appendix A.1 for a proof.
The proof provides an eective procedure to compute the var-cardinality of a dier-
ence type.
4. A language of properties
In this section we introduce a language that allows us to express properties of terms
used in static analysis and verication of logic programs: these include groundness,
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freeness, sharing and type assertions. The language is parametric with respect to a
family of types dened through a regular term grammar. It is an extension of the
language proposed by Marchiori [19].
We assume a regular term grammar G=(;V;T;R), discriminative and closed, de-
scribing the family of types we are interested in. As before, the set of function symbols
 is assumed to contain at least a constant and a function of arity 2,V is assumed to be
a denumerable set of variables. We dene then a rst-order language LG = h;;Vi,
starting from the regular term grammar G. The set of predicate symbols  consists of
the predicates var(1), share(n), for each natural n, and a unary predicate p(1)T for each
symbol type T 2Tnfanyg. Often we will write T (t) for the atomic formula pT (t). For
example, pground (t) will be often written as ground(t). We will omit the subscript G
in LG, when no confusion arises.
Like in [19], we give the semantics of formulas L by considering the non-ground
Herbrand interpretationH= hTerms(;V); ;  i. We dene the interpretation of pred-
icate symbols using the truth relation j=. Given a state , the relation j= is dened
on atoms as follows:
 H j= var(t) i (t)2V;
 H j= share(t1; : : : ; tn) i
Tn
i=1 Vars((ti)) 6= ;;
 H j= pT (t) i (t)2 [T ]G, with T 2T=fanyg.
The semantics of the other formulas of L can be derived as usual. We will often write
j=’ (resp. j= ’) for H j=’ (resp. H j= ’).
Example 15. Let us see examples of the expressive power of LG.
 The formula 8V var(V )):share(V; X ) asserts the groundness of X ;
 the formula list(X )^9V (var(V )^ share(V; X )^ (8W var(W )^ share(W;X )) share
(V;W ))) says that X is a list in which exactly one variable occurs;
 8V var(V )^ share(V; Y )) share(V; X ) says that each variable in Y is also in X ;
 (8V var(V )^ share(V; Y )) share(V; X ))^ ground(X )) ground(Y ) asserts that if
8V var(V )^ share(V; Y )) share(V; X ) (i.e. Vars(Y )Vars(X )) and ground(X ) (i.e.
Vars(X )= ;) then ground(Y ) (i.e. Vars(Y )= ;).
Notice that properties expressible in the language LG are invariant with respect to
the name of variables. That is, intuitively if property ’ is true about t 2Terms(;V)
and s is a variant of t then ’ is also true of s. More formally the following lemma
can be shown.
Lemma 16. Let ’ be a formula of L with Vars(’)= fXg. Then if j= ’ and
X  X0 then j=0 ’.
An important class of formulas of LG, which are often considered in analysis and
verication, is the class of monotone formulas, that is the formulas ’ such that j= ’
and X6X0, where fXg=Vars(’), implies j=0 ’. For example, ground(X ) and
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:var(X ) are monotone properties, while var(X ) and share(X; Y ) are not. Since the
grammar G is closed, by Theorem 8, each atom pT1 (X ) is monotone. An interesting
subclass of monotone properties are the dependences like 8V var(V )^ share(V; Y ))
share(V; X ). This kind of formulas are used in logic programming analysis since they
allow to relate the values to which two or more arguments of a predicate can be instan-
tiated. As shown in Example 15, the formula 8V var(V )^ share(V; Y )) share(V; X ),
could be read informally as saying that whenever X will be instantiated to a ground
value then also Y will be so. This implies a sort of embedding of POS [10] into the
lattice of formulas of L.
The class of monotone properties is closed with respect to the connectives ^ ; _ and
the quantiers. We think it would be very interesting to give a complete syntactical
characterization of these properties inside L.
5. A proof procedure for L
In this section we will provide a characterization of the set of formulas THL(H),
that is the formulas of the language L which are true in the interpretation H.
It is known that the existential fragment of the language L without the type predi-
cates is decidable. In fact in [19], a proof procedure has been proposed to decide the
validity of formulas 9(’1 ^    ^’n) where each atom ’i is an atom var(t); ground(t),
share(t1; : : : ; tn), or its negation. It is also known that the implication between regu-
lar types is decidable. In fact in [2,3] a procedure is proposed to decide the validity
of implications like 8(pT1 (t1)^    ^pTn(tn))pT (t)). It is not clear whether putting
them together and considering the full rst order theory, such as in L, the language
is still decidable. In this section we will show that this is indeed the case and it is not
such a trivial extension of those previous results.
To show that THL(H) is recursive we will use the method of elimination of quan-
tiers [5,16]. We single out a set 
, the elimination set, of formulas of L and show
that each formula of L is equivalent in H to a Boolean combination of formulas of

. Once proved the decidability of formulas in 
, we end up with a complete decision
procedure for formulas of L.
In the following, we use the abbreviation 9>kvar(V ) to say that, intuitively, there
exist at least k distinct variables for which formula  does hold. It is dened by
induction on k.
9>0var(V )  is true;
9>k+1var(V )  is 9V var(V )^^ (9>kvar(W )[V=W ]^:share(V;W ));
where the formula [V=W ] is obtained from  by replacing all occurrences of V
with W .
To carry out the elimination of quantiers we will need a particular class of formulas,
which we call cardinality constraints.
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Denition 17. Let B be the class of Boolean terms on V, that is the terms built from
the signature (f\ (2); [ (2);:(1); 0(0); 1(0)g;V). Fixed a natural k and a Boolean term t,
a simple cardinality constraint k(t) is dened as the formula 9>kvar(V )	t(V ), where
	t(V ) is dened inductively on the syntax of t.
 	0(V )= false and 	1(V )= true;
 	X (V )= share(V; X ), with X 2V;
 	t1 \ t2 (V )= 	t1 (V )^	t2 (V );
 	t1 [ t2 (V )=	t1 (V )_	t2 (V );
 	:t(V )=:	t(V ).
A simple cardinality constraint k(t) asserts the membership of at least k elements
to the combination of variables in t, seen as subsets of V. The term :t will often be
written as t.
Example 18. Consider the simple cardinality constraint 3(X \Y \ Z), that is, the
formula 9>3var(V )share(V; X )^ share(V; Y )^:share(V; Z). This formula is true in
H under the state , if there exist at least two variables sharing with (X ) and (Y )
and not with (Z), that is if the cardinality of Vars((X ))\Vars((Y ))\Vars((Z)),
is at least equal to 3.
Analogously, the following lemma allows us to work with simple cardinality con-
straints just as if they were assertions on sets of variables.
Lemma 19. Let  :V!Terms(;V). Let t be obtained from the Boolean term t
by replacing each occurence of a variable X with Vars((X )); for each X 2V. Then
j= k(t) if and only if the cardinality of t is at least equal to k.
Proof. It can be straightforwardly shown by induction on t and k, noting that, if
W 2V, then j=[V=W ] 	t(V ) if and only if W 2 t .
Lemmas 20 and 21 follow easily.
Lemma 20. Let ; 0 :V!Terms(;V) be two states such that; for each X 2V;
Vars((X ))=Vars(0(X )). Then j= k(t) if and only if j=0 k(t).
Lemma 21. Let t1 and t2 be two terms equivalent as Boolean terms. Then j= k(t1)
, k(t2).
We will use the formula =k(t), that is t contains exactly k elements, as an abbre-
viation for the formula k(t)^:k+1(t).
Let the elimination set 
 be composed by the atomic formulas var(X ), pT1 (X ); : : : ;
pTn(X ), where X 2V, and by the set of simple cardinality constraints fk(t) j k>1; t is
a Boolean termg. The idea is to exploit the striking similarity of the simple cardinality
constraints in our language with formulas of the rst-order theory of the powerset of
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V seen as a Boolean algebra. For such a theory the decidability has been shown by
Skolem in 1919 just through an argument based on elimination of quantiers (see [16]
for a slightly more general account). The main idea is to reduce satisability of a
formula in L to satisability of a conjunction of cardinality constraints.
Denition 22. A conjunction of simple cardinality constraints k(t), possibly negated,
is a cardinality constraint.
The elimination of quantiers can be carried out for cardinality constraints in a
long but straightforward way. The proof is adapted from the proof of elimination of
quantiers of the theory of Boolean algebras in [16].
Theorem 23. Let  (X ) be a cardinality constraint. Then 9X  (X ) is equivalent to
a disjunction of cardinality constraints.
Proof. See Appendix A.2 for a proof.
However, in general, in a formula of L, other formulas than cardinality constraints
may occur. We will show then some results that allow to eliminate formulas dierent
from cardinality constraints under existential quantiers.
Denition 24. A formula is at if it does not contain any functor.
Notice that each formula k(t) is at. Indeed, we can consider only at formulas as
shown by next lemma.
Lemma 25. Every formula ’ of L is equivalent in H to a at formula.
Proof. The following equivalences in H, already appeared in [2,19], can be easily
checked.
 var(f(X )), false for each functor f2;
 share(t1; : : : ; f(s1; : : : ; sk); : : : ; tn),
Wk
i=1 share(t1; : : : ; si; : : : ; tn);
 pT (f(s1; : : : ; sn)),pT1 (s1)^    ^pTn(sn) for each f(T1; : : : ; Tk)2DefG(T )
(remember that G is discriminative).
 pT (f(s1; : : : ; sn)), false if f(T1; : : : ; Tk) =2 DefG(T ) for any T1; : : : ; Tk .
Denition 26. A type formula is a conjunction of atomic at formulas pT (X ); X 2V,
possibly negated.
Type formulas can be eliminated under existential quantier and substituted by car-
dinality constraints.
Lemma 27. Let  (X ) be a cardinality constraint and (X )=pT1 (X )^    ^pTn(X )
^:pS1 (X )^    ^:pSk (X ) a type formula. Let S [ [h; !] be the var-cardinality of
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T1 \    \TnnS1n    nSk . Then the following are valid equivalences in H.
 (9X (X )^  (X )), false if S is empty and h=!;
 (9X (X )^  (X )), (Wi2 S 9X =i(X )^  (X ))_ (9X h(X )^  (X )).
Proof. It is a consequence of Theorem 14 and Lemma 20 and of [T1]\    \ [Tn]\ [S1]
\    \ [Sk ] = [T1 \    \TnnS1n    nSk ].
In the same way, the formulas var(X ) and :var(X ) can be eliminated.
Lemma 28. Let  (X ) be a cardinality constraint. Then (9X :var(X )^  (X )),
(9X  (X )) and (9X var(X )^  (X )), (9X =1(X )^  (X )).
We can prove then the following theorem, which is at the base of the procedure of
elimination of quantiers.
Theorem 29. For each formula 	(X ); conjunction of formulas of 
; possibly negated;
there exists ; a Boolean composition of formulas of 
; such that j=(9X 	(X )),.
Proof. Let 	(X ) be a conjunction of formulas of 
, possibly negated. We can write
	(X )=	1(X )^	2(X ), with 	1(X ) the conjunction of all simple cardinality con-
straints in 	(X ) and 	2(X ) the conjunction of the remaining formulas. We can assume
that var(X ) or :var(X ) appears in 	2(X ).
In the rst case, we can assume that no other formula appears, that is 	2(X )
= var(X ). In fact, if pT (X ) appears in 	2(X ), we have that 	2(X ), false. Moreover,
we have the equivalence var(X )^:pT (X ), var(X ). We have then 	(X )=	1(X )
^ var(X ), with 	1(X ) a cardinality constraint. By Lemma 28, we have that 9X 	1(X )^
var(X ),9X 	1(X )^ =1(X ).
In case :var(X ) appears in 	2(X ) and no other formula occurs in 	2(X ), we
have 	(X )=	1(X )^:var(X ) and (9X 	1(X )^:var(X )),9X 	1(X ). Otherwise
we may assume that 	2(X ) has the general form
:var(X ) ^ pT1 (X ) ^    ^ pTn(X ) ^ :pS1 (X ) ^    ^ :pSk (X );
where n + k>1, which is equivalent to pinst(X )^pT1 (X )^    ^pTn(X )^:pS1 (X )
^    ^:pSk (X ). We have then 	(X )=	1(X )^ (pinst(X )^pT1 (X )^    ^pTn(X )^
:pS1 (X )^    ^:pSk (X )) with 	1(X ) a cardinality constraint. By Lemma 27 we know
that 9X 	(X ), is equivalent to false or to a disjunction of formulas 9X i(X ), where
each i(X ) is a cardinality constraint.
In any case, we have that 9X 	(X ) is equivalent to a disjunction of formulas
9X (X ), with (X ) a cardinality constraint. We can apply then Lemma 23 to each
disjunct and obtain a Boolean formula, which is a combination of formulas of 

equivalent to 9X 	(X ).
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Notice that the procedure given in the proof of the previous theorem is eective. At
this point it is easy to show that for each rst-order formula of L it can be computed
a Boolean composition of formulas of 
 equivalent to it on H.
Theorem 30. Every formula 	 of L is equivalent in H to a Boolean composition
of formulas of 
.
Proof. Notice that since share(X1; : : : ; Xn) and 1(X1 \    \Xn) are equivalent in H,
we can assume that no formula with predicate share occurs in 	. The proof is by
structural induction on 	. Every atom of L is equivalent to a combination of atomic
formulas of 
 (see proof of Lemma 25). If 	 is a Boolean composition of formulas,
then, by induction, each one of these is equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulas
of 
, and thus 	 is equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulas of 
. If 	 is equal
to 9X , then by induction  is equivalent to , Boolean combination of formulas
of 
. We put  in disjunctive normal form. The existential quantier distributes over
the disjunction and 	 is equivalent to a disjunction of formulas 9X 	i with each 	i
conjunction of atoms, possibly negated, of 
. By the previous theorem, each one of
these is equivalent to a Boolean formula of 
.
We have proved that each rst-order formula of L is equivalent to a Boolean com-
bination of formulas of 
. With the next theorem, we state explicitly the decidability
of truth of formulas in 
.
Theorem 31. There exists an algorithm which decides the satisability of formulasV
’i; with each ’i a formula of 
; possibly negated.
Proof. The formula is satisable in H if 9V’i is true on H, where 9V’i is the
existantial closure of
V
’i. We can apply the elimination of quantiers to 9
V
’i. Since
the resulting formula has no variable, it must be equivalent to true or false.
Alternatively, an algorithm can be provided that, in case 9V’i is satisable, nds a
substitution for the variables of
V
’i. It can be obtained by rst reducing 9
V
’i to a
disjunction of cardinality constraints by Lemmas 27 and 28. An algorithm proposed in
[4] to decide validity of a subclass of the language of set theory, can be instantiated to
our case to solve cardinality constraints. Once we have found such solutions, we have,
for each variable X of
V
’i, the set of variables SX of the term to which X must be
mapped for
V
’i to be satised. At this point a term can be built for each such X ,
containing the variables in SX and verifying the formulas in
V
’i, that is verifying the
assertion var(X ); :var(X ) or pT1 (X )^    ^pTn(X )^:pS1 (X )^    ^:pSk (X ). In the
rst two cases, the procedure is obvious. In the third case, we use the rules that dene
regular type T1 \    \TnnS1n    nSk .
Now for 	 a general combination of formulas of 
, we have that 8	,8VW’i,
:9 WV :’i,:W 9 (V:’i), with each ’i a formula of 
, possibly negated. Then,
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8	 is true if and only if none of the conjunctions V :’i is satisable. Notice that
in case 	 is not true that means that a conjunction
V :’i is satisable and, by the
previous theorem, a counterexample can be provided.
6. Applications
The logic we have studied is expressive enough to capture many interesting prop-
erties of arguments of predicates of logic programs. This suggests to employ L as
an assertional language to be used in inductive proof methods. We will show how
the verication conditions of many such methods can be entirely expressed by a for-
mula of L. Moreover, since L is equipped with an algorithmic proof procedure, such
verication conditions can eectively be decided.
Throughout the section, we assume h;;Vi as the signature for logic programs,
with  the set of predicate symbols, distinct from the predicates of L. An assertion 
of L is a specication for predicate p(n) 2, if Vars()fX1; : : : ; Xng. Informally,
variable Xi refers to the ith argument of p: An atom p(t1; : : : ; tn) will be said to satisfy
the assertion , written p(t1; : : : ; tn)j=, iH j=[X1 ; :::; Xn=t1 ; :::; tn]. The notation [X=t]
denotes the formula  in which the variables (X1; : : : ; Xn) are simultaneously substituted
by terms (t1; : : : ; tn).
6.1. Success correctness
Let us consider rst the correct answers of a program. We associate a specication
p to each predicate p2. Program P is success-correct with respect to fpgp2Pred
i 8p(t)2Atoms p(t) !
P
 implies p(t) j=p. A sucient condition for correctness
can be stated as follows. A program P is success-correct with respect to fpgp2Pred
if for each clause p(t) p1(t1); : : : ; pn(tn) it is true that
H j=
n^
i=1
pi [Xi=ti]) p[X=t]: (1)
This method has been proposed in [6,13]. In our case, Condition 1 can be decided
using the procedure of Section 5. If formulas derived by Condition 1 for each clause
are proved to be true, then the program is partially correct. Obviously, if a formula is
false this does not imply that the corresponding clause is necessarily wrong. Anyway,
it could be considered as a warning of an anomalous situation. To this aim the alter-
native algorithm proposed in the proof of Theorem 31, could be very useful, since it
would allow to provide counterexamples in such cases. The user then would have more
information to decide whether the warning can give raise to a real error or simply the
specication is too loose and behaviors are considered that can never occur in practice.
Example 32. Let us consider the usual append program in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The append program.
We want to show that it is correct w.r.t. the following specication:
app(X; Y; Z)! (8V var(V )^ share(V; Y )) share(V; Z)):
In other terms, in each successful instance of the predicate app, the variables of the
second argument are a subset of the third argument. To show partial correctness of the
program, we have to demonstrate the validity of the following formulas of L.
8V var(V )^ share(V; [])) share(V; [])
and
(8V var(V )^ share(V;Ys)) share(V;Zs))
) (8V var(V )^ share(V;Ys)) share(V; [X jZs]))
The validity of the rst formula is trivial. Let us consider the second. First of all, by
applying Lemma 25, we reduce the formula in at form and we replace each predicate
share(X; Y ) with 1(X \Y ), then we proceed as follows:
8X;Ys;Zs (8V var(V )^ 1(V \ Ys)) 1(V \ Zs))
) (8V var(V )^ 1(V \ Ys)) 1(V \ X ) _ 1(V \ Zs))
is equivalent, by letting (Ys;Zs)=8V var(V )^ 1(V \ Ys)) 1(V \Zs), to
:9X;W;Ys;Zs (Ys;Zs)^ var(W )^ 1(W \ Ys)
^:(1(W \ X ) _ 1(W \ Zs));
which is equivalent to
:9X;W;Ys;Zs (Ys;Zs)^ var(W )^ 1(W \ Ys)
^:1(W \ X )^:1(W \ Zs):
By letting 	(Ys; Zs;W )=var(W )^ 1(W \Ys)^:1(W \Zs), we obtain
:9X;W;Ys;Zs (Ys;Zs)^	(Ys;Zs; W )^:1(W \ X )
and, since, by proof of Lemma 23, 9X :1(W \X ), true, we end up with the formula
:9W;Ys;Zs (Ys;Zs)^	(Ys;Zs; W ):
Now, by following the procedure detailed in the proof of Lemma 23, it is not hard to
prove that 9W 	(Ys; Zs;W ) is equivalent to 1(Zs\Ys). Notice that (Ys;Zs) can
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be written as :9V var(V )^ 1(V \Ys)^:1(V \Zs), then, by following the same
procedure, we prove that it is equivalent to :1(Zs\Ys). Therefore, we conclude
that :9W;Ys;Zs (Ys;Zs)^	(Ys;Zs; W ) is equivalent to :9Ys;Zs (:1(Zs\Ys)^
1(Zs\Ys)). Therefore, the verication condition is equivalent to :9Ys;Zs false,
namely, to true.
The partial correctness of the append program w.r.t. the given specication follows.
6.2. I=O correctness
If we are interested in checking the Input=Output behavior of logic programs, we can
proceed as follows. To each predicate p2, a property prep {. postp can be associated,
where prep and postp are specications for p. Now a program P is I=O-correct with
respect to the properties fprep {. postpgp2Pred if
p(t) j= prep and p(t) !P  implies p(t) j= postp:
Now in case formulas prep and postp are monotonic, a sucient condition for P to be
I=O-correct with respect to the properties fprep {. postpgp2Pred is that
H j=
 
n^
i=1
(prepi [Xi=ti]) postpi [Xi=ti])^ prep [X=t]
!
) postp [X=t] :
This can be shown to correspond to a particular case of the previous method [17].
Anyway, we still have a formula of L that can be decided algorithmically.
6.3. Call correctness
Finally, if we want also to check the call correctness of predicates we can consider
methods like those proposed in [1,14]. Like in the previous case, to each predicate
p2, is associated a property prep {. postp, with prep and postp specications for p.
In this case, anyway, the pre-condition is used also as a specication for the argument
of a predicate at call-time. In fact a program P is call-correct with respect to the
properties fprep {. postpgp2Pred if
p(t) j= prep and p(t) !P  implies p(t) j= postp
and
p(t) j= prep and p(t)!P
hq(s);Gi implies q(s) j= preq:
Since this kind of properties depends on the selection rule, we assume a leftmost
selection rule for SLD-derivations. In [1] it has been shown that, in case prep and
postp are monotonic for each p, then a sucient condition for P to be call-correct
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with respect to fprep {. postpgp2Pred is that for each clause p(t) p1(t1); : : : ; pn(tn),
it is true that, for each 16k6n+ 1,
H j=
 
prep[X=t]^
k−1^
i=1
postpi [Xi=ti]) prepk [Xk =tk ]
!
;
where prepn+1 [Xn+1=tn+1]  postp[X=t].
In this case, we have a ner control on the possible run-time behavior. In fact a
warning in this case can be raised because there may be a computation that calls a
predicate with arguments which violate the specication. Again if a counterexample is
provided the user may decide whether the specication is too loose or an actual error
has been discovered.
Example 33. Let us consider the following naive sort, where we assume the procedure
leq(X; Y ), which is successful if X and Y are numbers and X6Y , and the procedure,
perm(Xs;Ys), which returns in Ys a permutation of the list in Xs.
sort(Xs,Ys) perm(Xs,Ys), ord(Ys).
ord([]).
ord([X,Y:Zs]) leq(X, Y), ord([Y:Zs]).
We want to show that the programs is correct w.r.t. the following specication:
sort(X; Y ) 7! glist(X ) {. glist(Y );
perm(X; Y ) 7! glist(X ) {. glist(Y );
ord(X ) 7! glist(X ) {. true;
leq(X; Y ) 7! ground(X )^ ground(Y ) {. true;
where the predicates ground(X ) and glist(X ) are associated to the types dened in
Example 1. The verication conditions associated to each clause of the program can
be built quite easily. Moreover, it can be checked that they hold. As an example, we
will consider the conditions associated to the last clause.
 glist([X j[Y jZs]])) ground(X )^ ground(Y );
 glist([X j[Y jZs]])^ true) glist([Y jZs]);
 glist([X j[Y jZs]])^ true^ true) true:
Let us consider the rst formula. It can be written as :9X; Y;Zs glist([X j[Y jZs]])^
(:ground(X )_:ground(Y )). By Lemma 25, it can be rewritten as :9X; Y;Zs
ground(X )^ ground(Y )^ glist(Zs)^ (:ground(X )_:ground(Y )), which is equi-
valent to :9X; Y; Zs(ground(X )^ ground(Y )^ glist(Zs)^:ground(X ))_ (ground
(X )^ ground(Y )^ glist(Zs)^:ground(Y )), hence, to :(9X; Y;Zs ground(X )^ground
(Y ) ^ glist(Zs) ^ : ground(X )) ^ :(9X; Y;Zs ground(X ) ^ ground(Y )^ glist(Zs) ^
:ground(Y )). By applying Lemma 27 and the Dierence Algorithm, we obtain the
formula :false^: false, equivalent to true. Then the verication condition is veried.
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Let us consider now a small change in the program, obtained by inverting the order
of the predicates in the body of the rst clause. We obtain the following clause:
sort(Xs,Ys) ord(Ys), perm(Xs,Ys).
In this case we have that the predicate ord may be called with a nonground ar-
gument, even if the predicate sort is called correctly w.r.t. its pre-condition. This
possibly wrong situation may be detected by observing that the verication condition
glist(Xs)) glist(Ys) associated to the rst clause is false. In fact, the formula can be
written as :9Xs;Ys glist(Xs)^:glist(Ys), which is equivalent to :((9Xs glist(Xs))^
(9Ys :glist(Ys))). Now by Theorem 29 and by Lemma 27, we have that (9Xs glist(Xs))
, (9Xs =0(Xs)) and (9Ys :glist(Ys)), (9Xs 0(Xs)). In the rst case, by follow-
ing the proof of Theorem 23, we have that (9Xs =0(Xs)), true, in the second case,
by denition of 0(Xs), we have that (9Xs 0(Xs)), true. Therefore, we conclude
that the verication condition :9Xs;Ys glist(Xs)^:glist(Ys) does not hold.
We want to stress the restriction in previous methods to monotonic properties. The
reason for not considering all the properties expressible by L is that in the general
case the verication conditions become much more complex and the mgu’s have to
be considered explicitly (see [17]). While for monotonic assertions, the verication
conditions are expressible as formulas of L, this is no more the case if more general
properties have to be considered. A solution we are working on, is to enrich L so as
to express formally the reasoning using mgu’s.
Anyway, the class of monotonic properties is quite large, including type assertions,
groundness and dependencies.
7. Conclusions
In this paper we have studied a language that allows to express and decide properties
of nite terms on a given signature, that is the data of logic programs. The language
is able to express aliasing properties such as the sharing or freeness and is enriched
with type assertions. Using formulas of L, we are able to express many properties
of program and prove them using inductive proof methods. Moreover, since the logic
is decidable we can mechanically check the corresponding verication conditions and
raise a warning if a condition is not veried. In such cases counterexamples can be
built, which can be helpful for the user who is carrying on the verication.
The set of true formulas is proved to be decidable through a procedure of elimination
of quantiers. This points out an interesting class of formulas, which express cardinality
constraints on the set of variables that can occur in a term. We think that such a result
gives an interesting insight on domains used by abstract interpretation for the analysis
of logic programs. In fact many of the domains used for aliasing analysis can be seen
as fragments of the domain of formulas of cardinality constraints. This is the case
for POS [10]. For example, the element (X ^Y )! (Z _W ), can be represented as
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(Vars(Z)Vars(X )[Vars(Y ))_ (Vars(W )Vars(X )[Vars(Y )), which is equiva-
lent to (jVars(Z)\Vars(X )\Vars(Y )j = 0)_ (jVars(W ) \ (Vars(X )\Vars(Y ))j =
0), that is the constraint =0(Z \ X \ Y )_ =0(W \ X \ Y ) of L. Another example
is Sharing [15]. In fact the element f;; fX g; fY; Zgg can be represented as =0(X \
Y )^ =0(X \Z)^ =0(Y \ Z)^ =0(Z \ Y ). These observations imply the embedding of
standard abstract domains such POS and Sharing into the lattice of formulas of L. It
is interesting to observe that this embedding extends to operations such as conjunction
and cylindrication, which can be obtained as the restrictions of the conjunction and
the existential quantication of L.
On the other hand, we think that variable cardinality constraints can be used to
build new abstract domains in which more precise abstract interpretation based static
analyses of logic programs can be carried on.
We are currently investigating ways of augmenting the expressive power of the logic
L, obviously while retaining the decidability.
The rst possibility consists in the addition of a new predicate linear(t), which is
true under the valuation  whenever all the variables in (t) occur exactly once. As
shown in [21] this information would allow us to express more precisely properties of
programs.
Another possibility consists in adding a modal operator  dened as follows:
j= ’ i, for each substitution , j= ’.
Such a modality would allow us, rst of all, to characterize monotonic properties of
language L. In fact, monotonic properties would correspond to the formulas 	 such
that 	,	 . Moreover, we could express arbitrary dependences between properties,
like (list(X )) list(Y )), whose informal meaning is that X and Y are mapped to term
t1 and t2 such that if a substitution  make t1 a list then also t2 will be a list.
An extension of the framework would consist in considering Hoare-like triples
fg[[t; s]]f	g, whose meaning is: if  is true under the state  and =mgu((t); (s)),
then 	 is true under the state . They have been considered in [7,8], where a for-
mal calculus has been provided for a language of assertions dierent from L. These
formulas would allow to express formally the verication of general proof methods,
like those proposed in [14,17] for the whole class of formulas of L. At the moment,
is a challenging task to prove whether, given a decidable logic such as L, such triples
can be decided nitely.
The approach to verication taken in this paper is quite new. A related approach
is that of abstract diagnosis [9]. Anyway, in that case the verication conditions are
expressed computing the abstraction of the semantic functions on standard abstract do-
mains. In our case, we consider in a sense the same logical language as an abstract
domain. The major advantage of our approach is that the properties can be expressed
using a very natural language which expresses uniformly dierent kinds of properties
of logic programs. This is not always the case for standard abstract domains where
complex notions of domain composition have to be considered. Finally, a more pre-
cise assessment of the computational complexity of the procedure of decision, which
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still deserve further work, would allow us to provide other elements for deciding the
convenience of our approach with respect to the abstract interpretation approach.
Appendix A. Proofs
A.1. Regular types
Lemma 10. Let T and S be two type terms dened by the rules of R; S simple.
Then dierence(T; S;R) terminates and returns a pair (TnS;S) such that [TnS]S=
[T ]Rn[S]R.
Proof (Sketch). The algorithm terminates since the pairs of symbols are nite. The cor-
rectness follows from the fact that S simple implies f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 [T ]n[S] if and only
if f(t1; : : : ; tn) 2 [T ] and the functor f does not occur in DefG(S) or f(S1; : : : ; Sn) 2
DefG(S) and there exists i such that ti 2 [Ti]n[Si].
To prove Theorem 14 we need the following denitions. A dierence type TnS1
n    nSk will be said to be of level k. It will be of level 0 if it is a simple type. The
set A+B is dened as fn+m j n 2 A;m 2 Bg. Notice that (S1 [ [k1; !])+ (S2 [ [k2; !])
can still be written as S [ [k; !], with S a nite set. Also (S1 [ [k1; !])[ (S2 [ [k2; !])
can be written as S [ [k; !], with S a nite set. Notice that f0g + A=A and ! +
B= [min(B); !].
Theorem 14. The var-cardinality of the type T1 \    \ TnnS1n    nSk ; with T1; : : : ; Tn
and S1; : : : ; Sk simple types; is equal to S [ [h; !]; where S is a nite set of natural
number and [h; !]; with k =1; : : : ; ! is the set of natural greater or equal to h.
Proof. We show the lemma by induction on the level.
If k =0, then the result follows from Lemma 12.
Let k>0: Let us consider all the rules that dene TnS1n    nSk as computed by the
Dierence algorithm:
(TnS1n    nSk)! f1(T 11 ; : : : ; T 1n1 )
...
(TnS1n    nSk)! fh(Tk1 ; : : : ; T knk )
Clearly jTnS1n    nSk j=jT 11 j+   + jT 1n1 j [    [ jTh1 j+   + jThnh j. It can be
checked that for each rule the sum of the levels of the types in the right-hand side is
at most k. Then for each expression jT i1 j+   + jT ini j we can distinguish two cases.
 Each type T ij has level strictly less than k, thus we have already computed the sets
jT ij j at step k − 1 and can compute the sum jT i1 j+   + jT ini j.
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 Otherwise, there is just one type T ij with level k, while all the other have type
0: This means that jT i1 j+   + jT ini j=H + jT ij j, where H is f0g or !: That is
jT i1 j+   + jT ini j= jT ij j or jT i1 j+   + jT ini j= [min(jT ij j); !].
We have then for each type symbol Kj of level k, jKjj=Aj [ jKj1 j [    [ jKjpj−1 j [
[min(jKjpj j); !][    [ [min(jKjqj j); !], where A is a xed set S [ [h; !] and, for each i,
Ki is a dierence type of level k. The cardinalities can then be computed by successive
iteration to the xpoint (we can look at the right-hand sides of the equations as den-
ing an operator on sets of natural numbers). Notice that the computation terminates
nitely since each iteration builds a set greater than the previous step, each step of the
computation can be nitely represented and, for each j, each var-cardinality is bounded
by [min(
S
Ai); !]. The solution can be written as S [ [h; !], with S a nite set.
A.2. Elimination of quantiers
To make less cumbersome the proofs, we will use the following abbreviations:
(:)ni(ti) means that ni(ti) occurs in a formula possibly negated. ab stands for a^ b;
a for :a:; t1X is the Boolean t with X replaced by 1, t0X is t with X replaced by 0. We
assume some knowledge of properties of Boolean algebras.
We refer to [16] for an account.
The proof is an adaptation of the elimination of quantiers given in [16] for the
theory of atomic Boolean algebras.
Lemma A.1. The formula 9X (var(X )^ Vki=1(:)ni(ti)) is equivalent to a boolean
combination of formulas of 
.
Proof. Let us suppose 	(X )= var(X )^ Vki=1 :1(aiX )^ Vhi=1 1(bi X ). It can be
checked that
Vk
i=1 :1(aiX )=:1(aX ) where a= a1 [    [ ak . We show that 9X (var
(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1 1(bi X )) is equivalent to a Boolean combination of formulas of

 by induction on h: If h=0; 9X (var(X )^:1(aX )) is equivalent to 1( a). Other-
wise, 9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1 1(bi X )) is equivalent to the disjunction of the
following formulas:
 (9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1 1(bi X )))^:=1(bj), for j=1; : : : ; h, each equiva-
lent to (9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1
i 6=j
1(bi X )))^:=1(bj) to which we can apply
the inductive hypothesis;
 (9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1 1(bi X )))^ 1(abj), for j=1; : : : ; h, each equivalent
to (9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1
i 6=j
1(bi X )))^ 1(abj), to which we can apply the
inductive hypothesis;
 (9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1 1(bi X )))^:1(bmbn [ bmbn), for m; n=1; : : : ; h and
m 6= n, each equivalent to (9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1
i 6=n
1(bi X )))^:1(bmbn [
bmbn), to which we can apply the inductive hypothesis;
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 (9X (var(X )^:1(aX )^
Vh
i=1 1(bi X )))^
Vh
j=1 =1(bj)^
Vh
j=1 :1(abj)^
V
m 6=n
1(bmbn [ bmbn), which is equivalent to h+1( a)^
Vh
j=1 =1(bj)^
Vh
j=1 :1(abj)^V
m 6=n 1(bmbn [ bmbn).
The other cases can be reduced to the previous case in the following way. Let 	(X )=
var(X )^ (:)n(t)^
Vk
i=1(:)ni(ti). The term t is equivalent to aX _ b X , where a= t1X
and b= t0X . But then(:)n(t) and (:)n(aX [ b X ) are equivalent by Lemma 21, and
9X (var(X )^ (:)n(aX _ b X )^
Vk
i=1(:)ni(ti)) is equivalent to 
9X
 
var(X ) ^ 1(aX ) ^ :1(bX ) ^
k^
i=1
(:)ni(ti)
!!
^ (:)n−1(b)
_ 
9X
 
var(X ) ^ :1(aX ) ^ 1(bX ) ^
k^
i=1
(:)ni(ti)
!!
^ (:)n+1(b)
_ 
9X
 
var(X ) ^ :1(aX ) ^ :1(bX ) ^
k^
i=1
(:)ni(ti)
!!
^ (:)n(b)
_ 
9X
 
var(X ) ^ 1(aX ) ^ 1(bX ) ^
k^
i=1
(:)ni(ti)
!!
^ (:)n(b):
Similarly, for the other atoms (:)n(t).
Formulas :1(b X ) and 1(aX ) can be eliminated, since
9X (var(X ) ^ :1(b X ) ^	(X ))
is equivalent to the disjunction
(9X (var(X ) ^	(X ))) ^ :1(b)
_
=1(b) ^	(b)
while 9X (var(X )^ 1(aX )^	(X )) is equivalent to 9X (var(X )^:1( aX )^	(X ))
^ 1(a).
We need to distinguish between expression denoting nite or co-nite sets of vari-
ables, since the variables are instantiated to terms, hence have a nite number of
variables.
Denition A.2. The nite and co-nite Boolean terms are inductively dened as
 nite(0) and nite(X ) for X 2V;
 nite(t1 \ t2) if nite(t1) or nite(t2);
 nite(t1 [ t2) if nite(t1) and nite(t2);
 nite(:t) if conite(t);
 conite(1) and conite( X ) for X 2V;
 conite(t1 \ t2) if conite(t1) and conite(t2);
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 conite(t1 [ t2) if conite(t1) or conite(t2);
 conite(:t) if nite(t).
Then, we can prove the main theorem.
Theorem 23. Let  (X ) be a cardinality constraint. Then 9X  (X ) is equivalent to
a disjunction of cardinality constraints.
Proof. Let 	(X )=
Vk
i=1 :1(ti). Then 9X
Vk
i=1 :1(ti) is equivalent to 9X :1(t),
where t= t1 _    _ tk . But t is equivalent to aX [ b X , where a= t1X and b= t0X . Then,
by Lemma 21, 9X :1(t) is equivalent to 9X :1(aX [ b X ), which is equivalent to
:1(ab), if nite(b), otherwise, is equivalent to false, (there should exist a term with
a conite number of variables).
Let us consider the formula 	(X )=	1(X )^	2(X ), where 	1(X ) is like the pre-
vious case. We show then the elimination of quantiers by induction on the length of
	2(X ). If 	2(X ) has length zero, we are in the previous case. If 	2(X )= 1(t)^(X )
then the formula 9X 1(t)^(X )^	1(X ) is equivalent to the formula
9Y 9X var(Y ) ^ :1(Y t) ^ (X ) ^	1(X ):
Since (X ) is shorter than 	2(X ), by inductive hypothesis, 9X :1(Y t)^(X )^
	1(X ) is equivalent to a quantier free formula H (Y ), then 9Y var(Y )^H (Y ) is
equivalent to a quantier free formula by Lemma A.1.
Let us suppose to have shown the elimination of quantier for the formulas 	(X )=
k(t)^(X )^	1(X ), for each k<n and each formula 	1(X ) of type
Vk
i=1 :1(ti).
Let us consider the formula 	2(X )= n(t)^(X ). Then 9X n(t)^(X )^	1(X ) is
equivalent to the formula
9Y 9X var(Y ) ^ :1(Y t) ^ n−1(t Y ) ^ (X ) ^	1(X ):
By inductive hypothesis 9X n−1(t Y )^(X )^:1(Y t)^	1(X ) is equivalent to a
quantier free formula H (Y ), then 9Y var(Y )^H (Y ) is equivalent to a quantier free
formula by Lemma A.1.
If 	2(X )=:n(t)^(X ), then the formula 9X :n(t)^(X )^	1(X ) is equivalent
to the disjunction of the formulas
9X :1(t) ^ (X ) ^	1(X );
to which we apply the inductive hypothesis, and the formulas
9X =i(t) ^ (X ) ^	1(X ) for i=1; : : : ; n− 1:
For these the elimination of quantiers can be shown by induction since, for each i,
the formula is equivalent to
9Y 9X var(Y ) ^ :1(Y t) ^ =i−1(t Y ) ^ (X ) ^	1(X ):
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Then, 9X :1(Y t)^ =i−1(t Y )^(X )^	1(X ) is equivalent to a quantier-free for-
mula H (Y ) and 9Y var(Y )^H (Y ) is equivalent to a quantier-free formula by
Lemma A.1.
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